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Executive Summary &
Featured Companies
The network plays a unique role in the shift from traditional perimeter-based security strategies to zero trust
(ZT). On the one hand, the network itself moves from being the primary focus of security activity to one of
six interrelated pillars, and this loss of primacy can be difficult to absorb for legacy network-centric security
professionals and organizations. On the other hand, the network is central to critical ZT security functions
and to delivering on the foundational requirements highlighted in the “ZT Strategic Technology/Management
Priorities” graphic. “De-perimeterization,” a concept espoused by the Jericho Forum (which first advanced key
ZT principles), may be the basis for zero trust, but ZT network plays an essential role in establishing ZT as a
functional strategy.
In a discussion of technologies that are needed for zero trust success, Stratascale security SMEs highlighted
four key issues: microsegmentation, encryption, visibility, and VPN replacement/next-generation remote
access.
Encryption
Encryption seems like it might fit most naturally within the application or data pillar, but many organizations
implement encryption within the network. Applications don’t apply encryption consistently, and some legacy
applications may not encrypt data at all. Network layer encryption ensures that all data is encrypted, and
can simplify management: the encryption can be performed through different devices on the network (load
balancers, firewalls), or via a software proxy. It should be noted that while this approach satisfies the need to
encrypt “north side” data – for example, ecommerce communications between a facility and a customer – it
may not always encrypt “south side” data: internal traffic (within a corporate data center, or within the cloud)
may still be clear text.
A series of meetings involving SMEs from Stratascale’s security practice, Office of the CISO, and Innovation
Labs assessed 25 vendors, resulting in a list of eight vendors as a starting point for firms looking to enhance
network encryption as part of a broader Zero Trust strategy. Vendors listed here share two characteristics:
they are familiar to our team of experts from our work with clients, and are considered relevant to both
encryption and zero trust network strategies.
Please note that no recommendation or warranty is implied by the inclusion of any vendor within this report.
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FEATURED COMPANIES

Drilling down
Stratascale assembled a cross-functional group of security and networking experts to create this report. This
group included seven Stratascale SMEs:
• Stratascale Director of Zero Trust and Identity Services Rob Forbes
• Principal Architect - Enterprise Networking Bill McKenzie
• Senior Technical Advisor for Hybrid Cloud Jeff Riggen
• Senior Cybersecurity Technical Advisor Joseph Karpenko
• Vice President - Office of the CISO Michael Wilcox
• Cybersecurity Research Analyst Alex Banghart
• Lead Cybersecurity Research Analyst Michael O’Neil
Stratascale launched this vendor analysis by setting out guidelines for assessing and highlighting vendors: we
considered for inclusion firms providing encryption of in-transit data, and evaluate them in terms of their fit
within zero trust frameworks; we did not include firms focused primarily on encrypting data at rest.
The group also drew a distinction between vendors who are broadly applicable in the enterprise
environments that Stratascale addresses (generally, Fortune 1000 businesses), and those which are relevant
in specific niches, but not across all potential enterprise use cases. For ZT network encryption, these lists are
as follows:
Vendors that should be considered by buyers looking to build or enhance enterprise ZT network encryption
capabilities, listed in alphabetical order:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Baffle
Check Point
Gemalto
Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Proofpoint
Thales
Titaniam
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Vendors that address specific ZT network encryption requirements and may fit specific needs, but which
don’t apply to a broad spectrum of enterprise ZT network encryption use cases:
• Fortanix
Please note that as a default in this document and others in the Zero Trust Vendors to Watch, Know,
Understand series, that firms which have been acquired - like, for example, Gemalto, which was purchased by
Thales - are listed under their original names, with notes in their profiles indicating the acquiring company.
This gives readers a chance to see how specific capabilities have been aggregated via acquisition.Also, please
note that this list is subject to change over time, as new vendors and capabilities become available.
Stratascale brings a unique combination of expertise, solution depth and vendor relationships and insight
to the cybersecurity market. Readers seeking support in developing zero trust strategies are encouraged to
contact their Stratascale Client Advisor or to connect with us at stratascale.com/contact-us/
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Baffle
https://baffle.io/
KNOWN FOR: Baffle, located in Santa Clara, California, is a tech company that simplifies
enterprise encryption.

DESCRIPTION
The only way to permanently thwart data breaches is to render them irrelevant. Baffle’s approach is to assume
that breaches will happen, so we ensure that unprotected data is never available to an attacker. Our mission is to
encrypt the data as soon as it is produced and keep it encrypted even when it is being processed. This ensures a
powerful, easy-to-use and efficient way to protect the data at all times. Baffle was founded to battle the increasing
threats to enterprise assets in public and private clouds. Our team has strong backgrounds in encryption, security,
cryptography, storage and enterprise infrastructure design. Baffle is pioneering a solution that makes data breaches
irrelevant by keeping data encrypted from production through processing. Unlike other solutions that only encrypt
data at-rest and in-flight, Baffle’s solution keeps data encrypted while it is being processed by databases and
applications.
FUNDING & INVESTORS
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EXECUTIVE TEAM
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Check Point
https://www.checkpoint.com/
KNOWN FOR: Check Point Infinity architecture delivers consolidated Gen V cyber security across
networks, cloud, and mobile environments. cloud, and mobile environments.

DESCRIPTION
Check Point Software Technologies Ltd. (www.checkpoint.com) is a leading provider of cyber security solutions to
governments and corporate enterprises globally. Its solutions protect customers from 5th generation cyber-attacks
with an industry leading catch rate of malware, ransomware and other types of attacks. Check Point offers multilevel
security architecture, “Infinity” Total Protection with Gen V advanced threat prevention, which defends enterprises’
cloud, network and mobile device held information. Check Point provides the most comprehensive and intuitive one
point of control security management system. Check Point protects over 100,000 organizations of all sizes.

FUNDING & INVESTORS
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ACQUISITIONS

EXECUTIVE TEAM
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ACQUIRED
by Thales
Group

Gemalto
https://www.gemalto.com/
KNOWN FOR: Gemalto, a digital security company, offers mobile connectivity, payment
technology and data protection solutions to manage services.

DESCRIPTION
As the world becomes more connected, we make it more secure.
For those shaping the digital interactions of tomorrow, we provide the digital security that enables the trusted
connections of today.You will find our identity authentication and data protection technologies at the heart of modern
life. We are there when banks exchange funds, people cross borders or drivers step into connected cars.Across
time zones and continents, we protect businesses, governments and two billion people from data breaches and
identity theft. By relying on us, our clients in 180 countries can offer trusted and secure digital services so that their
customers and citizens can enjoy their digital lifestyles.

ACQUISITIONS
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EXECUTIVE TEAM
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Hewlett Packard Enterprise
https://www.hpe.com/
KNOWN FOR: Hewlett Packard Enterprise is an industry technology company that enables
customers to go further and faster.

DESCRIPTION
HPE is a global, edge-to-cloud Platform-as-a-Service company built to transform your business. How? By helping you
connect, protect, analyze, and act on all your data and applications wherever they live, from edge to cloud, so you can
turn insights into outcomes at the speed required to thrive in today’s complex world.

ACQUISITIONS

EXECUTIVE TEAM
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Proofpoint
https://www.proofpoint.com/us
KNOWN FOR: Proofpoint protects your people, data and brand against advanced threats and
compliance risks.

DESCRIPTION
Proofpoint is a next-generation cybersecurity company protecting people, data, and brands from advanced threats
and compliance risks.
Your people do business well beyond the bounds of traditional network perimeters and connected endpoints. Email,
social media, and mobile devices are the new tools of the trade—and for cyber criminals, the new tools of attack.
Proofpoint protects your people, data and brand against advanced threats and compliance risks. Built on the cloud
and the world’s most advanced intelligence platform, our solutions help you effectively detect and block targeted
attacks and respond quickly to suspected compromises.

FUNDING & INVESTORS
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Thales
https://www.thalesesecurity.com
KNOWN FOR: Thales provides your organization with security and trust in data wherever data is
created, shared or stored without impacting business agility.

DESCRIPTION
Today’s enterprises depend on the cloud, data and software in order to make decisive decisions. That’s why the most
respected brands and largest organizations in the world rely on Thales to help them protect and secure access to
their most sensitive information and software wherever it is created, shared or stored – from the cloud and data
centers to devices and across networks. Our solutions enable organizations to move to the cloud securely, achieve
compliance with confidence, and create more value from their software in devices and services used by millions of
consumers every day.
We are the worldwide leader in data protection, providing everything an organization needs to protect
and manage its data, identities and intellectual property – through encryption, advanced key management,
tokenization, and authentication and access management. Whether it’s the securing the cloud, digital
payments, blockchain or the Internet of Things, security professionals around the globe rely on Thales to
confidently accelerate their organization’s digital transformation.
FUNDING & INVESTORS
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Titaniam
http://www.titaniam.io
KNOWN FOR: Titaniam provides a low friction way to deploy encryption across the enterprise so
that data can be protected even when in use.

DESCRIPTION
Titaniam is the market leader in high-performance encryption-in-use that keeps valuable data secure even if the
enterprise is breached and its data stolen. With the ability to process data without decryption and release it in nine
different private formats, Titaniam is the answer that the market needs to address ransomware and extortion, insider
threats, and data privacy enforcement. In the event of an attack, Titaniam offers auditable evidence that valuable
data retained encryption throughout an attack. Titaniam was founded in 2019 and has offices in Silicon Valley and
India. Titaniam’s investors include Refinery Ventures, Fusion Fund, and Shasta Ventures.

EXECUTIVE TEAM
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Fortanix
https://www.fortanix.com
KNOWN FOR: Fortanix is the data-first security company. As the industry’s first and
largest provider of Confidential Computing solutions, Fortanix decouples data security from
infrastructure.infrastructure.

DESCRIPTION
Fortanix has built a new category Runtime Encryption using Intel SGX. Just like encryption today protects data at rest
and data during motion, Runtime Encryption keeps keys, data, and applications completely protected from external
and internal threats including malicious insiders, cloud providers, OS-level hacks and network intruders. Customers
get deterministic security, unlike existing leaky security, which means their applications and data remain completely
protected regardless of how the attacks originate and how root credentials are compromised. Keep your most
valuable applications and data protected even when infrastructure has been compromised.
FUNDING & INVESTORS
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